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Dear Fellow Shareholders: 

 

Today we announced our financial and operating results for the fourth quarter and fiscal year 2013.  

We also announced some exciting changes to our management team. I will be replacing Seungwoo 

Choi as President and CEO, as of March 25, 2014.  Seungwoo has decided to retire as President 

and CEO, and to move to an advisory role as Honorary Chairman.  Shiro Uemura – presently 

general manager of the Accounting and Finance Department –  will become Nexon’s new Chief 

Financial Officer, and Koji Abe – presently our General Counsel – will assume the additional role of 

Chief Administrative Officer.  We also announced that several other key executives will be moving 

into larger roles.  Jiwon Park will become CEO of Nexon Korea.  Jiwon is a board member and 

has been leading Nexon’s business development activities for the last 18 months, and prior to that 

ran our Japan PC operations.  Sangwon Chung – who rejoined Nexon with the acquisition of 

Thingsoft after serving as CEO and Executive Producer – will lead new game development.   

 

Along with my colleagues on the board and executive team, I want to convey our deepest gratitude 

and appreciation to Seungwoo for his extraordinary leadership in building Nexon for the past five 

years.  Under his leadership, we have grown from a much smaller, privately-held company into a 

publicly-traded leader in online games, with 2013 revenues exceeding 155 billion Japanese Yen.   

 

Since our IPO in 2011, we have been writing quarterly letters to shareholders, in which we have 

provided detailed discussions of our performance and outlook.  In response to feedback from 

shareholders and analysts, and in keeping with our goal to continually improve our investor relations 

materials, we will now be including that detailed discussion in our quarterly financial results 

presentation on our IR web site instead.  This will provide a comprehensive resource for investors 

and analysts to readily find financial information, performance metrics and management’s 

commentary on our performance.  We will continue to send this shareholder letter annually, at the 

end of each year.  In these letters, we will focus on the key themes and developments of the 

previous year, the factors that we think are important to understanding our results, and the priorities 

that will guide us during the upcoming year.  We will also continue to host our usual semi-annual 

results conferences and quarterly conference calls in both Japanese and English. 

 

Looking back at 2013, we are proud of much that we accomplished.  Our business in China 

continued to be an engine of cash flow as Dungeon&Fighter is consistently a top-performing game 

in the region, even as other companies have launched high-profile titles in that market.  In Korea, 

we successfully brought our business back to significant growth, through strong performance by 

both new and existing titles.  At the same time, we were disappointed by Nexon’s performance in 

Japan and in the West, and by the slow starts of several of the new titles we launched during the year.  

While we are proud of our successes, the fact that we have not launched enough successful titles and 

grown our business in those key regions has driven us to think hard about how the new management 

team will adjust our approach to the business. 

 

We believe the answer to significant new growth is to focus on three key priorities in 2014 and 

beyond: 

 

Products:  We believe that across all platforms, only the highest-quality, most original games will 

be truly successful.  To this end, our new leadership team will be narrowing Nexon’s focus and 

resources to fewer, better games – games that really get us excited, and that we think will attract and 

retain huge numbers of players.  

 

People:  To create radically innovative and entertaining games requires us to attract and retain the 

best people in the industry, from around the world.  This means taking a new approach to recruiting 

and people management to set ourselves apart as an attractive workplace in a highly competitive 

industry.  We will further differentiate ourselves by offering developers the freedom to create the 

most exciting games, and the ability to reach our massive worldwide audience.  
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Partners:  We have a uniquely strong track record in our industry of successful partnerships with 

leaders around the world, and a reputation for integrity and performance as a partner.  Our expertise 

in free-to-play and our global reach have brought us together with companies looking to take their 

businesses online or to expand their geographic footprint.  We will continue to leverage our track 

record and capabilities to enter into significant new partnerships in 2014. 

 

Nexon has an extraordinary foundation upon which to build substantial growth:  great IP, a massive 

audience, a substantial global footprint in several of the biggest games markets, and outstanding 

people who are leaders in online games.  We intend to leverage that foundation through a laser-like 

focus on those three key priorities.  

 

As game makers, we are – at our core – in a creative business. We draw our inspiration from the 

great artists in games, as well as in movies, books, and music – artists who understand that the way 

to build a successful and lasting business is to obsess about the quality of the experience we provide.  

We know that this is the path to success for our business and returns for our shareholders.  We 

believe this idea holds true for free-to-play games on any platform, in any region.  Companies that 

have kept sight of this basic idea and continued to create great, differentiated games that entertain 

over long periods of time have done very well. 

 

2014 will be a year of change for Nexon as the new leadership team refocuses the company on these 

three areas.  We believe that these are the keys to unlocking substantial new growth for our 

company and our industry, and value for our shareholders. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

  

 

 

Owen Mahoney, CFO 

 

Tokyo, Japan 
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